
One of our range of Marketvista Datasets 

Real-time and historical high-resolution AIS data, AIS message processing services 

and high-value information on shipping, ports, offshore markets and trade

Vessel Activity Data

Ports, terminals and anchorages

50,000 +

Vessels and their operators

200,000 +

Voyages, port visits and movements

17,500,000,000 +
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As well as supporting the traditional operational uses of AIS 

to track vessels, we provide event-based activity datasets 

focused on vessels' statuses, their visits to locations such as 

ports, terminals, berths and anchorages, and macro views of 

movements between economic areas.

These datasets measure and monitor the performance of the 

shipping and offshore markets, the businesses involved and the 

trade that drives them. They have many applications. We have 

listed a few examples of these below and detail three more on 

the next page.

Tracks showing movement of LNG-fuelled ships identifying the four typical 

operating behaviours of deep-sea, short-sea, local liner and offshore support

Choose from a range of services from detailed AIS data feeds of 

vessel positions and tracks to sophisticated vessel and voyage 

event-based activity data. We also have a range of AIS message 

processing and enrichment options and can process your own 

transponder data.

 �Review incidents and assess risks

 �Assess and monitor impacts of 
construction projects

 �Replay maritime activity

 �Forecast market supply and 
demand

 � Identify potential customers

 �Detect disruptions to the flow of 
bulk commodities 

 �Monitor competitor activity

 �Monitor fishing,  bunkering and 

ship-to-ship interactions

Extract more value from AIS with our 
vessel activity data

Comprehensive global AIS coverage, 

drawing data from a fully populated 

satellite constellation, with 16 gateways 

around the world, and over 10,000 

terrestrial AIS receivers. 

Full coverage

Data is losslessly compressed and 

structured to optimise performance, 

reducing data volumes by up to 85%.

Optimised

All data is validated, using machine-

learning algorithms to detect erroneous 

positional and speed data and trapping 

errors in static data entered by the crew.

Cleansed

Vessel positions are available at 

resolutions up to 1 metre and 1 second, 

with 86% of all readings having an average 

latency of under 1 minute (since 2016).

Detailed
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Here is more detail on three possible applications where you could use our vessel activity data.

Possible applications

Details of global trade pathways and the flow 

of commodities

 � Track and analyse the movement of bulk commodities globally

 � Detect changes to existing trade pathways and the emergence of new pathways

 � Identify potential bottlenecks in the flow of trade that could impact the market

 � Estimate the quantity of cargoes loaded and unloaded at terminals

 � Be alerted when vessels deviate from expected routes or are significantly delayed

Mapping and monitoring the maritime market 

and ports for service providers and users

 � Port centric views of shipping activity to help service providers target the right port with the right offer at 

the right time

 � Vessel and fleet centric views to target the right owners and operators

 � Port capability, performance, capacity and utilisation for logistics, supply chains and distribution 

planning

 � Regional views of historic port and vessel activity for planners and trade analysts

Information on maritime operations - in port, 

offshore and at sea

 � Identify improvements to reduce costs and improve service levels using performance metrics and 

patterns of vessel activity

 � Track the location of AIS-enabled aids to navigation and automatically detect changes to their operational 

status or positions

 � Profile navigational channel use by vessels' size to optimise dredge plans and track dredge operations to 

ensure compliance with licences

 � Use event-based intelligence to identify areas of heightened risk to shipping and from shipping
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Access the AIS vessel positions and tracks data you need with our easily configurable supply of real-

time and historic data.

Positions and tracks

A configurable supply of real-time and 

historic AIS vessel position and static data.

Select from all of the standard AIS dynamic 

positional and static information including 

speeds, headings and navigational status. 

We can enhance this information from 

independent sources to validate and add: 

 � MMSI and IMO numbers

 � Vessel type and size, and up to 600+ other 

vessel parameters

 � Other information on request

Marketvista datasets organised around each 

vessel showing their tracks and changes in 

status.

These datasets support many use cases such 

as monitoring traffic between destinations, 

tracking the specific routes taken and 

understanding the flow of shipping.

The information includes:

 � Last and next port of call, including berths 

or terminals in many ports 

 � Anchorages, canals, locks, offshore 

terminals and wind farms

 � Breakdown of vessel activity and statuses 

including times at anchorages and 

terminals, duration of port visits and 

turnaround times

 � The voyage routes and how they vary by 

vessel type, size and average speed

We can process your raw AIS transponder 

data including validating and cleansing 

each reading, extracting specific records of 

interest and processing the data into any one 

of our position, track or event-based activity 

data.

Other data can be fused with the processed 

AIS data to enrich your view of your maritime 

and business environment such as: 

 � Weather 

 � Air quality 

 � Offshore licence and consent blocks

 � Spot rates

 � Vessel owners and operators

 � Vessel risk scores

 � Cargo, trade and economic data

Vessel positions Tracks and port visits AIS message processing
Fully cleansed dynamic and static AIS data Consolidated data on each vessel Processing of your own transponder data

 �Low latency: messages from 300,000+ transponders processed daily, 86% with an average latency under one minute 

 �Reliable: proven in areas of high message volumes such as congested waterways and ports, processing 28 million 

messages daily



VESSEL-BASED 

EVENTS

LOCATION-BASED 

EVENTS

SECTOR-BASED 

EVENTS

Event-based activity data

In this highly dynamic and data rich environment, see the events 

that matter to you and be alerted as they happen

Choose from a range of vessel-

related events.

 � Visits to specific ports, terminals, 

berths, anchorages, locks, canals 

or other defined areas

 � High and slow speed movements

 � Identify cases of close vessel 

proximity

 � Detect deviations from planned 

routes

 � Vessel lay ups and utilisation

Detect a wide range of additional 

geographically-focused events.

 � Movement inside, outside or 

across defined areas such as 

channels, borders and exclusion 

zones

 � Detect dredging, extraction and 

dumping activity

 � Monitor all stages of vessel 

pilotage

 � Identify the development of new 

port or offshore facilities

Customisable events that track and 

monitor sector-based activities.

 � Track what is happening within 

wind farms, oil and gas fields or 

other offshore developments 

 � Spot changes to the movement of 

commodities such as oil and gas, 

grains or minerals

 � Be alerted to disruptions in 

particular trade routes



Hourly

Daily

Weekly

CSV JSON

SHPXML
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Easily access the data through on-line file 

transfer, physical media, FTP or API. We 

include MD5 checksum calculations to 

ensure the data has been received without 

corruption.

Available in regular data feeds up to hourly 

in frequency or as single delivery datasets.

Indicate which format you desire from a 

range including database dump files, json, 

xml, shapefiles and csv files.

Access Frequency Formats

Filter the records to only show vessels 

based on their navigational activity, such as 

being moored - ideal to track under utilised 

vessels.

By activity

Select a specific vessel, range of vessels, by 

vessel type or by other characteristics of a 

vessel such as its dimensions, primary fuel 

type or flag state.

Choose data covering any period from 2012, 

and for any area, whether a simple polygon 

covering a region or a range of client-

specific areas.

By vesselBy time and area

Customisable

100%
From a global overview 

to berth level detail, 

we have it covered
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The rapid growth of Asian economies 

since the 1990s and the increasing 

number and size of ships needed to 

transport goods created new trade 

routes, saw many new ports emerge 

and existing ports expand rapidly.

Offshore areas were also being 

increasingly used for non-shipping 

purposes - oil & gas, wind farms, 

aggregate extraction and dumping - 

reducing areas where shipping could 

freely move.

Changes in geo-politics and security, 

particularly the rise of piracy, created 

new problems for shipping.

This resulted in a need to systematically 

and objectively review risks to 

navigation and how they were rapidly 

changing.

Understanding where 

navigation risks are 

changing

We have worked with a leading 

maritime safety agency for 8 years 

to provide vessel activity data 

to support their assessment of 

navigation behaviour and help them 

prioritise their efforts to improve 

safety of life at sea.

At the start of the project in 2012, 

the use of satellite AIS to analyse 

vessel activity was a relatively new 

concept. AIS data is also known 

to be difficult to process, requires 

considerable computing power and 

storage, and the data is noisy, with 

many gaps and errors.

Over the years we have continuously 

delivered them with a regular and 

purposed feed of cleansed vessel 

positions and tracks. Our vessel 

activity data has increased their 

understanding of vessel behaviours, 

helped identify new areas of 

heightened risk and enabled them 

to develop new ways to mitigate 

those risks.

The project has developed into a 

long-term relationship to provide 

a range of event-based activity 

data to support their assessments 

of navigational safety and provide 

them with a quantitative evidence 

base to detect and respond to risk. 

Examples of the event-based 

activity data that we have supplied 

over the last 8 years are shown in 

the table below. 

Working with a leading 

maritime safety agency

1
Locations of specific navigational risk and appropriate metrics to determine 

relative levels of risk

2
Locations of new ports, terminals and berths that have begun operations and the 

ships and shipping operators using them

3
Operating locations of floating production storage and offloading vessels (FSPOs) 

and their movements between fields

4
Routes taken by cruise ships and passenger vessels in areas previously never 

visited

5
Vessel behaviour indicators to determine the stage of development of an oil or gas 

field (exploration, development, production or decommissioning)

Examples of event-based datasets provided

Case Study

Our services are used and trusted by government departments, maritime safety agencies, port 

authorities and engineering companies.
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About Arkevista

Easy, online access to our datasets through a powerful visualisation 

and discovery tool that lets you analyse data and make decisions fast. 

Marketvista Portal is the fast and convenient way to identify new business 

opportunities and support your strategic planning.

MARKETVISTA PORTAL

OUR DYNAMIC INFORMATION PORTAL AND API

For those who want to add further market intelligence into their own 

systems, we produce Marketvista datasets and models focused on a wide 

range of subjects and cross-sector themes.

MARKETVISTA DATASETS

COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES, SECTORS AND THEMES

Our experienced analysts and researchers can support you with more 

detailed assessments of your particular areas of interest.

MARKETVISTA RESEARCH

DESIGNED TO MEET YOUR UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS

Discover what Marketvista 

can do for you

Call us on +44 (0)7887 650335

to arrange a demonstration

Find new opportunities with Marketvista, our 

competitive intelligence solution.

 � Identify and prioritise opportunities so you can 

respond quickly and act with more certainty

 � Do something different, make a step change in 

performance or face a big decision with confidence

 � Deepen and enrich your understanding of your 

world through facts and evidence

Rise above the competition and 
improve your view of markets


